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Abstract
Musculoskeletal examinations provide informative and valuable quantitative insight into muscle and bone health. DXA is one mainstream tool used to accurately and reliably determine body composition components and bone mass characteristics in-vivo. Presently, whole body scan models separate the body into axial and appendicular regions, however there is a need for localised appendicular segmentation models to further examine regions of interest within the upper and lower extremities. Similarly, inconsistencies pertaining to patient positioning exist in the literature which influence measurement precision and analysis outcomes highlighting a need for standardised procedure. This paper provides standardised and reproducible: 1) positioning and analysis procedures using DXA and 2) reliable segmental examinations through descriptive appendicular boundaries. Whole-body scans were performed on forty-six (n = 46) football athletes (age: 22.9 ± 4.3 yrs; height: 1.85 ± 0.07 cm; weight: 87.4 ± 10.3 kg; body fat: 11.4 ± 4.5 %) using DXA. All segments across all scans were analysed three times by the main investigator on three separate days, and by three independent investigators a week following the original analysis. To examine intra-rater and inter-rater, between day and researcher reliability, coefficients of variation (CV) and intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) were determined. Positioning and segmental analysis procedures presented in this study produced very high, nearly perfect intra-rater (CV ≤ 2.0%; ICC ≥ 0.988) and inter-rater (CV ≤ 2.4%; ICC ≥ 0.980) reliability, demonstrating excellent reproducibility within and between practitioners. Standardised examinations of axial and appendicular segments are necessary. Future studies aiming to quantify and report segmental analyses of the upper- and lower-body musculoskeletal properties using whole-body DXA scans are encouraged to use the patient positioning and image analysis procedures outlined in this paper.
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Introduction
Biomechanical models and human movement data largely relies on obtained segmental values to estimate and replicate the true anatomical structure of its subjects (Durkin et al., 2002; Lee et al., 2009a; Pearsall and Costigan, 1999; Pearsall and Reid, 1994; Rao et al., 2006). In particular, body segment parameters and body composition components provide important data for biomechanists and exercise physiologists in the analysis of human movement and health status in both sporting and clinical contexts (Lee et al., 2009a; Piefifer et al., 2010; Pearsall and Reid, 1994; Rao et al., 2006). Biomechanically, segmental anthropometric parameters are routinely estimated for use within inverse dynamics equations in order to calculate intersegmental forces and net joint moments during gait, kicking, throwing and striking actions (Davids et al., 2000; Ganley and Powers, 2004a; 2004b; Lee et al., 2009b; Pearsall and Costigan, 1999; Putnam, 1991; 1993; Rao et al., 2006). Physiologically, body composition and tissue mass assessments of bone, muscle and fat are used to diagnose and monitor health status and changes in paediatric, athletic, adult and geriatric populations, while also used to examine the interventional efficacy of exercise, pharmacology or nutritional programs (Abrahamyan et al., 2008; Beaumesnil et al., 2011; Bridge et al., 2009; Fawzy et al., 2011; Piefifer et al., 2010; Veale et al., 2010; Miller et al., 2009).

Dual energy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA) is a commonly used two-dimensional in-vivo imaging technique which is able to capture full body projections of mass densities through x-ray technology (Piefifer et al., 2010; Durkin et al., 2002). In comparison with other imaging techniques, it is inexpensive, exposes the participant to substantially less radiation, is widely available for use, and produces minimal error when employed to ascertain body segment parameter measures (Durkin and Dowling, 2006; Heymsfield et al., 1990; Lee et al., 2009a; Pietrobelli et al., 1996). Specifically, DXA functions by emitting two collimated x-ray beams of alternating frequencies which pass through the individual being scanned (Durkin et al., 2002; Hologic, 2004), the resulting attenuation coefficients are used within a three-compartment model to differentiate between bone, fat and lean tissue mass (Ganley and Powers, 2004a; 2004b). On completion, the scan creates a pixel-by-pixel, two-dimensional image reconstruction of the participant, allowing whole-body and regional analyses to be performed thereafter (Lee et al., 2009b; Ganley and Powers, 2004b).

Presently, full-body DXA scans generate automated and mandatory regions of interest in accordance with a standardised whole body model which separates the subject into basic axial and appendicular sections (Durkin et al., 2002; Heymsfield et al., 1990). While this provides useful diagnostic information in clinical applications, more specific detail is usually required under scientific research and rehabilitative contexts to determine body segment parameters and provide localised composite measures (Ganley and Powers, 2004a; Lee et al., 2009a).
Specifically, the reliable quantification of upper and lower extremity segmental masses is highly important for use in sensitive biomechanical models and human movement research when examining normal and abnormal gait (Lee et al., 2009b; Holmes et al., 2005; Pearssall and Costigan, 1999; Rossi et al., 2013), or to objectively examine more specific and localised changes in composition during longitudinal exercise interventions as a mechanism to assess program effectiveness (Mueller et al., 2013; Sillanpää et al., 2013; Wood et al., 2010).

Unfortunately, no definitive boundaries have been reliably described to manually and uniformly distinguish between individual segments of the upper and lower extremities using scan technology. While several authors have attempted to define individual segments using DXA (Burkhart et al., 2009; Chambers et al., 2011; Hart et al., 2013; 2014; Rossi et al., 2013), numerous methodological inconsistencies exist. Variations in subject positioning and segmental boundaries employed during the scan and analysis processes lead to further complications when interpreting and comparing data sets in the literature, and may exacerbate other inherent limitations of DXA. Due to DXA’s capability to accurately quantify the mass of defined regions (Glickman et al., 2004; Haarbo et al., 1991; Kohrt, 1998; Lee et al., 2009b), it is the purpose of this paper to: 1) present a standardised methodological approach to assess and analyse in-vivo appendicular segmental mass through positioning and analysis considerations; and 2) determine the between-day intra-tester and inter-tester reliability of the proposed regional boundaries and segmental cross-sections using DXA technology.

Methods

Participants
Forty-six football athletes (age: 22.9 ± 4.3 yrs; height: 1.85 ± 0.07 cm; mass: 87.4 ± 10.3 kg; body fat: 11.4 ± 4.5 %) were recruited from the Australian Football League (AFL) and Western Australian Football League (WAFL) for participation in this study. All participants were absent of injury and contraindication and were required to wear minimal, light clothing free of metallic material. Any participants with metallic surgical implants were excluded from this study. Ethics approval was obtained from the University Human Research Ethics Committee. Participants were notified of potential risks and provided written informed consent. Data collection and management procedures conformed to the Code of Ethics (World Medical Association), Declaration of Helsinki.

Anthropometry
Standing height was recorded to the nearest 0.1 centimetre using a wall-mounted stadiometer (Model 222, Seca, Hamburg, DE), with body mass recorded to the nearest 0.1 kilogram using an electronic weighing scale (AE Adams CPW Plus-200, Adam Equipment Inc, CT, USA). All anthropometric measures were performed by the same accredited exercise scientist. Standing height was assessed three times for each participant, with the average of the three trials retained for analysis. All measures were reliably performed by the same accredited exercise scientist (CV ≤ 0.20%; ICC ≥ 0.998).

Scan procedure
Whole body scans were performed using DXA (Hologic Discovery A, Waltham, MA) in order to quantify the magnitude and quality of full-body mass distribution (lean, fat, bone and total). Participants assumed a stationary, supine position on the scanning bed with both arms pronated by their side. To ensure consistent and reproducible positioning, the DXA operator manually assisted participants in order to: 1) straighten the head, neck and torso parallel to the long-axis of the scan bed; 2) position the shoulders and pelvis perpendicular to the long-axis of the scan bed; 3) place both arms in pronation by their side; 4) place legs at shoulder width with 45° internal rotation; and 5) fixate feet together using strapping tape to minimise incidental movement and for the participants comfort, within the DXA scanning zone (Figure 1). This has been shown to produce a scan-rescan coefficient of variation under 1% in our laboratory for body composition components (Pfeiffer et al., 2010).

Scan analysis
Upon scan completion, a two-dimensional image was automatically generated for scan analysis purposes. Using the in-built scan analysis software (Version 12.4; QDR for Windows, Hologic, Waltham, MA), the full-body images were separated into axial and appendicular regions using the predefined and mandatory whole body model as required by the software (Hologic, 2004). Further analysis was subsequently performed to manually identify and assess appendicular segmental masses. Specifically, using the sub-region analysis tool, customised regions-of-interest (ROI) were drawn to capture twelve segments: the left upper arm, right upper arm, left forearm, right forearm, left hand, right hand, left thigh, right thigh, left shank, right shank, left foot and right foot regions (Figure 2). Explicit descriptions of the proximal and distal bound-

Figure 1. Subject positioning for use during whole-body DXA scans, with the head, neck and torso positioned parallel to the long-axis of the scan bed; the shoulders and pelvis positioned perpendicular to the long-axis of the scan bed; arms pronated by the side; and legs internally rotated to 45° and fixated together to minimise incidental movement.
aries used to identify these segments are provided (Table 1).

![Figure 2](image-url) Example illustrations showing applied (A) upper body regions and (B) lower body regions during the scan analysis process. Specifically, internal rotation and fixation of the lower-limbs allows greater visibility of the talocrural joint for more accurate and reliable segmentation.

**Sub-region creation**
During sub-region creation, zones can be repositioned and manipulated by modifying the length, angle and location of lines, providing operators with full sub-region customisation. As composite mass is assigned to the scan image on a pixel-by-pixel basis, consideration must be given to the manner in which lines cross required segment and joint. In particular, lines must: 1) dissect the point of articulation within a joint, 2) capture all bones and soft tissue within the segment, and 3) not encroach on other sub-regions. This enables the prevention of regional loss or overlap, protecting against inflated or deflated segmental outputs, while also enabling consistent standards for analysis across scans within and between research studies.

**Statistical analysis**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segment</th>
<th>Proximal boundary</th>
<th>Distal boundary</th>
<th>Basic description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upper Arm</td>
<td>Glenohumeral Joint</td>
<td>Humeralnulnar Joint</td>
<td>Commences between the head of the Humerus and glenoid fossa of the Scapula, separating the upper arm from the trunk; Ending at the elbow axis, noted by the trochlea of the Humerus and olecranon process of the Ulna.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forearm</td>
<td>Humeralnulnar Joint</td>
<td>Ulnocarpal Joint</td>
<td>Commences at the elbow axis (described above); Ending through the wrist axis, noted by the styloid process of the Ulna, and the base of the Pisiform, Lunate and Scaphoid carpal bones.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand</td>
<td>Ulnocarpal Joint</td>
<td>Distal Phalanges</td>
<td>Commences through the wrist axis (described above); Ending at the most distal point of the phalanges of the hand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thigh</td>
<td>Femoral Head</td>
<td>Tibiofemoral Joint</td>
<td>Commences beneath the head of the Femur along the line of the anterior superior iliac spine (ASIS) and inferior ramus of the pubis; Ending through knee axis, noted as the ’tibial plateau’ (space between the femoral and tibial condyles).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shank</td>
<td>Tibiofemoral Joint</td>
<td>Talocrural Joint</td>
<td>Commences through the knee axis (described above); Ending through the ankle junction, noted as the articulation between the Talus, Tibia and Fibula, spanning beneath the medial and lateral malleoli.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foot</td>
<td>Talocrural Joint</td>
<td>Distal Phalanges</td>
<td>Commences through the ankle junction (described above); Ending at the most distal point of the phalanges of the foot.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All twelve appendicular segments for all forty-six scans were analysed three times by the same investigator on two separate days, and were re-analysed by three other independent investigators following the initial analysis. All investigators were required to follow the sub-region analysis process described earlier in order to assess the between-day intra-tester and inter-tester reliability for appendicular segmentation. Intra-class correlation coefficients (ICC) and coefficients of variation (CV) were calculated using statistical analysis software (SPSS, Version 17.0; Chicago, IL). The strength of reliability for ICC coefficients was classified in accordance with Hopkins (2002): $R \geq 0.3$ is moderate; $R \geq 0.5$ is strong; $R \geq 0.7$ is very strong; $R \geq 0.9$ is nearly perfect; and $R = 1.0$ is perfect. Coefficients of variation below 5% were considered highly reliable (Hopkins, 2002).

**Results**

**Intra-tester reliability**
Reliability coefficients for between-day, intra-tester scan analysis across all appendicular segments are provided (Table 2). Regional analysis demonstrated nearly perfect intra-tester reliability for segmental upper body soft-tissue ($R = 0.988$ to 0.998) and hard-tissue ($R = 0.995$ to 0.998) masses; as well as segmental lower body soft-tissue ($R = 0.989$ to 0.998) and hard-tissue ($R = 0.992$ to 0.999) masses. Further, intra-tester coefficients of variation demonstrated very high reliability for segmental upper body soft-tissue (CV = 1.5 to 2.0) and hard-tissue (CV = 1.1 to 1.3) masses; as well as segmental lower body soft-tissue (CV = 0.8 to 2.0) and hard-tissue (CV = 0.6 to 1.4) masses.

**Inter-tester reliability**
Reliability coefficients for inter-tester scan analysis across all appendicular segments are provided (Table 2). Regional analysis demonstrated nearly perfect inter-tester reliability for segmental upper body soft-tissue ($R = 0.980$ to 0.992) and hard-tissue ($R = 0.991$ to 0.996) masses; as well as segmental lower body soft-tissue ($R = 0.987$ to0.998) and hard-tissue ($R = 0.990$ to 0.996) masses.

*R Mass of pelvis is not included*
Further, inter-tester coefficients of variation also demonstrated very high reliability for segmental upper body soft-tissue (CV ≤ 2.4%) and hard-tissue (CV ≤ 1.5%) masses; as well as lower body soft-tissue (CV = 0.9 to 1.5) masses; and hard-tissue (CV ≤ 0.9) masses through-out. In addition, the scan-rescan coefficient of variation for this subject positioning procedure has routinely produced a score below 1% (Hologic, 2004; Pfeiffer et al, 2010), with our reported manual segmentation procedure producing an average coefficient of variation below 1.6% across all appendicular segments and tissue masses. This is important as body segment parameters obtained using DXA technology are routinely used in biomechanical models that are highly sensitive to data input fluctuations (Ganley and Powers, 2004a; Lenzi et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2009b; Pearsall and Costigan, 1999; Rao et al., 2006); and are further used to measure and monitor physiological changes in segmental mass during cross-sectional investigations and longitudinal interventions.

Patient positioning prior to scan commencement requires considerable attention as DXA is only capable of uniplanar measurement (Rossi et al, 2013; Wells, 2009), thus limited to quantifying frontal mass distribution. As a result, any limb rotations, or lack thereof can influence the scan re-scan accuracy of DXA (Wells, 2009), and subsequently also influence the visibility of joints required by practitioners to accurately apply regional segmentations during post-scan analysis (Lee and Gallagher, 2008). While upper body positioning has been satisfactorily described in the literature (Durkin and Dowling, 2002; 2003), substantially different lower body scan positions have been used with various levels of external (Ganley and Powers, 2004a; 2004b), neutral (Durkin and Dowling, 2006; Rossi et al, 2013) or internal rotations (Hart et al, 2013; Hart et al, 2014; Lee et al, 2009a; 2009b) of the thigh in conjunction with neutral or plantar-flexed feet. The very low error provided by our standardised methodological approach stems from the careful consideration given to subject positioning prior to scan commencement. This study explicitly prescribes internal rotation of the thigh with neutral foot position. The advantages of internally rotating the thigh whilst maintaining neutral foot position is three-fold: 1) It maximises the available surface area of fat and fat-free mass of the thigh, shank and foot segments viewable in the frontal plane, 2) provides greater visibility of the calcaneus (heel) and talocrural joint (ankle) required for lower-body segmenta-

### Table 2. Intra-tester and inter-tester reliability coefficients of appendicular scan analysis procedures for the upper body and lower body for hard-tissue (bone), soft tissue (fat, lean) and total mass.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-Regions</th>
<th>Fat (g) CV</th>
<th>Intra-tester Coefficients</th>
<th>Lean (g) CV</th>
<th>Bone (g) CV</th>
<th>Total (g) CV</th>
<th>Fat (g) ICC</th>
<th>Inter-tester Coefficients</th>
<th>Lean (g) ICC</th>
<th>Bone (g) ICC</th>
<th>Total (g) ICC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Upper Body</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left Upper Arm</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>.998</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>.995</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>.997</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>.991</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>.983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left Forearm</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>.995</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>.993</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>.995</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>.988</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>.991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left Hand</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>.997</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>.992</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>.997</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>.994</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>.987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right Upper Arm</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>.993</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>.989</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>.998</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>.989</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>.991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right Forearm</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>.992</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>.990</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>.995</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>.990</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>.989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right Hand</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>.988</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>.990</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>.996</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>.992</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>.980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lower Body</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left Thigh</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>.991</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>.989</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>.992</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>.991</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>.990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left Shank</td>
<td>.8</td>
<td>.997</td>
<td>.9</td>
<td>.998</td>
<td>.7</td>
<td>.999</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>.995</td>
<td>.9</td>
<td>.998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left Foot</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>.989</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>.992</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>.997</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>.989</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>.987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right Thigh</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>.993</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>.990</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>.994</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>.989</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>.991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right Shank</td>
<td>.7</td>
<td>.998</td>
<td>.9</td>
<td>.997</td>
<td>.6</td>
<td>.998</td>
<td>.9</td>
<td>.996</td>
<td>.9</td>
<td>.996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right Foot</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>.992</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>.993</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>.993</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>.990</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>.993</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Despite biomechanical and physiological relevance, precise quantifications of segmental inertial properties and composite measures of the appendicular skeleton remain largely inadequate (Durkin and Dowling, 2006; Heymsfield et al., 1990; Wells, 2009). While current in-vivo techniques provide broad insight into axial and appendicular regions (Fuller et al., 1992; Heymsfield et al., 1990; Visser et al., 1999), no definitive boundaries have been reliably described to further distinguish between individual segments of the upper and lower extremities using scan technology. Several authors have attempted to further define appendicular segments (Durkin and Dowling, 2006; Lee et al., 2009a; 2009b; Ganley and Powers, 2004a; 2004b; Visser et al., 1999). Unfortunately, numerous methodological irregularities exist in the literature pertaining to frontal plane subject positioning and segmental analyses employed during scan procedures, with scarce procedural reliability data reported. This study therefore aimed to: 1) present a standardised methodological approach to assess and analyse in-vivo appendicular segmental mass through positioning and analysis considerations; and 2) determine the between-day intra-tester and inter-tester reliability of the proposed regional boundaries and segmental cross-sections using DXA technology.

Positioning and analysis methodologies presented in this paper resulted in very high, nearly perfect reliability within and between researchers when examining hard- and soft-tissue masses across all segments of the upper and lower extremity (CV ≤ 2.4%; R ≥ 0.980). While no observable difference in reliability was evident between upper-body and lower-body segments; hard-tissue (CV ≤ 1.5%; R ≥ 0.990) achieved greater reliability than soft-tissue (CV ≤ 2.4%; R ≥ 0.980) masses through-out.
tion precision, and 3) allows the operator to fixate the subjects' feet together within the scanning zone in order to prevent unwarranted or incidental movement or disruption during the scanning process. This positioning and segmentation protocol is in agreement with numerous recent papers in the field (Hart et al., 2013; 2014; Lee et al., 2009a; 2009b) who did not report methodological reliability.

Scan analysis and regional segmentations are reliant upon image quality which is a product of subject positioning during the scanning process. As composite mass is assigned to the scanned image on a pixel-by-pixel basis (Ganley and Powers, 2004b; Lee et al., 2009a), outcomes are influenced by the quantity and distribution of mass viewable in the frontal plane (Durkin et al., 2002; Lee et al., 2009b). Regional boundaries are applied to the resultant two-dimensional scan image to define the limits of each area for analysis. Presently, no model exists for appendicular segmental analyses of the upper and lower extremities using DXA. Several authors have attempted to differentiate between segments of the extremities (Durkin and Dowling, 2006; Ganley and Powers, 2004a; 2004b; Lee et al., 2009a; 2009b; Visier et al., 1999). However, anatomical inconsistencies exist in regarding locations for body segmentation, further confounded by inadequate descriptions for the purpose of reproduction in practical or research contexts. Our reported methodology provides clear graphical and written guidance for practitioners to adequately and consistently produce segmental appendicular musculoskeletal examinations with very high reliability and very low error. This study explicitly defined appendicular boundaries using clear anatomical descriptors that: 1) are easily visible and accessible through images produced by DXA; 2) capture the maximum amount of segmental tissue as possible; and 3) are consistently reproducible through scan re-scan, and analysis re-analysis procedures. The anatomical and segmental boundaries recommended by this study are largely in agreement with two recent papers in the field (Burkhart et al., 2009; Chambers et al., 2011).

Conclusion

Positioning and analysis methodologies presented in this paper provide practitioners with a standardised, reproducible and robust procedure to quantify appendicular segmental masses using DXA technology (CV ≤ 2.4%; ICC ≥ 0.980). Owing to the uniplanar, two-dimensional nature of DXA, careful consideration of patient positioning specific to limb rotations is necessary to optimise tissue mass accessibility in the frontal plane during measurement, and joint visibility for segmentation during regional analysis. Practitioners are encouraged to use this methodological procedure to examine localised appendicular segmental information. It is recommended that familiarisation and training is provided prior to using this methodological approach to ensure very high reliability and very low error produced by this standardised protocol. Practitioners wishing to cross-sectionally examine or longitudinally monitor changes in appendicular musculoskeletal segmental masses are encouraged to use this standardised methodological procedure, and to provide detailed methodological illustrations and descriptions of subject positioning and scan analysis when disseminating research outcomes.
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**Key points**

- Musculoskeletal examinations using DXA technology require highly standardised and reproducible patient positioning and image analysis procedures to accurately measure and monitor axial, appendicular and segmental regions of interest.

- Internal rotation and fixation of the lower-limbs is strongly recommended during whole-body DXA scans to prevent undesired movement, improve frontal mass accessibility and enhance ankle joint visibility during scan performance and analysis.

- Appendicular segmental analyses using whole-body DXA scans are highly reliable for all regional upper-body and lower-body segmentations, with hard-tissue (CV ≤ 1.5%; R ≥ 0.990) achieving greater reliability and lower error than soft-tissue (CV ≤ 2.4%; R ≥ 0.980) masses when using our appendicular segmental boundaries.
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